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On Current US Repo Market Stability And QT

Ample Reserves, Slowing RRP Drainage & A Lull In The Basis Trade

Repo stresses at end-2023 have not reappeared so far this year

QT debate involves repo funding, the basis trade, RRP drainage, and the level of

system-wide bank reserves

A new iFlow data series shows a "grab for duration" in Treasuries

Last month we expressed a view that the Federal Reserve would slow the rolloff of its fixed

income securities portfolio (QT) in H1 of this year; we foresaw an announcement at the

conclusion of the April 30-May 1 FOMC meeting and a start in June (see here). This was

partially in response to stresses in US funding markets at end-November and end-December

last year, which to many indicated a potential shortage of liquidity in those markets.

Since then, however, funding markets have exhibited little – if any – signs of the strains seen

late last year. Indeed, they've indicated sufficient liquidity. The DTCC’s general collateral repo

index (see chart below) shows that borrowing rates in repo have been quite steady so far this

year – and rather low. We plot this rate as a spread versus the RRP award rate, the interest

paid by the Fed on overnight reverse repos to institutions which park cash in this facility. Note

the pronounced spread-widening at the end of November, and particularly in December,

which gave rise to the QT discussion amongst market participants and the Fed.

RRP take-up has shown signs of change as well. From Jan. 2 through the end of the month,

total take-up in the facility fell from over $700bn to just over $600bn, roughly the $100bn per

month pace observed since the middle of last year. In February, however, RRP balances

have stabilized, so far averaging over $541bn. We commented on this a few weeks ago (see

here). The chart below plots the evolution of RRP balances along with total system-wide bank

reserves. The former has plateaued for the moment, and the latter is well above $3trn. We
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can see the near flat-lining of RRP balances in recent weeks, as well as the stability of – and

even recent growth in – reserves, which are now comfortably above $3.5trn.

Nevertheless, we note a substantive discussion of the Fed’s balance-sheet reduction

program in the minutes of the January FOMC meeting, released last week. “Many

participants” thought the time to discuss slowing balance sheet runoff would appropriate at

the March meeting. “The slowing of the pace of runoff could help smooth” the transition from

an abundant reserves regime to an ample reserves one. 

Given steady repo rates this year, a lull in RRP drainage this month, and still-quite-abundant

reserves, one might wonder why this discussion on reducing the pace of QT is taking place.

We would add to that some signs that the (in)famous basis trade – where hedge funds short

UST futures, go long in cash Treasuries and finance the trade via repo, aiming to exploit

arbitrage opportunities between these two positions – is also taking a bit of a break. Short

CFTC futures positioning by leveraged money has abated somewhat, and even come off in

recent weeks. These developments are all part of the same ball of wax. Less borrowing in

Treasuries has lessened their demand in repo, helping to stabilize cash positions in RRP,

helping keep reserves elevated. Much of this lull has been attributed to policy uncertainty,

with expectations of upcoming rate cuts having been pushed deeper into the year.

We don’t know if this relatively stable situation will persist, or if rate-cut expectations will

begin to increase again in coming months. Like the Fed’s interest-rate policy, the equilibrium

in cash markets – and thus reserves on the Fed's balance sheet – is very much data-

dependent. We believe that currently strong economic data and recent backsliding in

progress on inflation will eventually turn around, although when is uncertain. Should this

happen, we expect the cycle to pick up again, re-focusing the debate around QT being

slowed. It’s clearly on the Fed’s mind, and we still expect some announcement on the

balance sheet on May 1, with implementation beginning in June.

Repo Settles In 2024
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RRP Drainage Stalls, Reserves Grow

Source: BNY Mellon Markets, Federal Reserve Board of Governors, Federal Reserve Bank of New York

iFlow Shows Duration Grab in USTs

We are pleased to introduce a new indicator derived from our iFlow for fixed income data

suite, one we call “directional maturity”. It summarizes the weighted average maturity of flows

into US Treasuries into one statistic, which can be thought of as akin to a duration indicator.



We exclude purchases/sales of USTs with less than 1y in maturity, as those are primarily T-

bills or longer-dated bonds with very little time left to maturity.

We plot the directional maturity indicator in the chart below. It can be interpreted as follows:

when the blue line is above zero, we are seeing net buying of (inflows into) USTs. Negative

values indicate selling (outflows). When it’s positive, higher values along the vertical axis

indicate longer maturities are being relatively more sold – i.e., the directional maturity is

positive and long. The same principle applies to negative values. Below zero readings

indicate selling, and the lower the line goes, the longer in maturity the average weighted

maturity outflows are.

The chart's timeline begins around the advent of the pandemic and shows an initial reaction

of selling bonds in March and April. Once the Fed's bond buying program (QE) was in place,

we saw a generally, steadily rising trend towards buying higher duration USTs, reaching its

peak in early 2022. By the end of February of that year, when it became clear that the Fed

was about to initiate its tightening cycle in March, duration flows collapsed. The previous

long-maturity buying was replaced with selling, and investor flows wound up close to neutral

in duration, remaining slightly positive for the duration of the FOMC’s tightening cycle.

Two things occurred last summer: at the end of May, Congress agreed to suspend the debt

ceiling; and in July, the FOMC raised its policy rate for the last time in the cycle. From that

point on, we have seen an ever-increasing long duration grab, from nearly neutral in maturity-

weight flows in June 2022 to slowly increasing until the beginning of 2024. We presume that

expectations of rate cuts in early 2024 led to demand for duration last autumn, especially

given the attractive yields then. Now that the rate-cut path (when will the Fed start, by how

much will it cut, etc.?) is less certain, we may see a pause in demand for long-duration

Treasuries until further clarity emerges. 

iFlow Directional Maturity
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